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This paper presents the ARAS simulator with which asynchronous instruction pipelines can be 
modelled, simulated and displayed. ARAS allows one to construct instruction pipelines by 
preparing various configuration files. Using these files and a number of benchmark programs, 
performance of the instruction pipelines can be obtained. The performance of asynchronous 
instruction pipelines can also be compared to synchronous case. Thus, one can decide the 
optimal design for instruction pipelines in asynchornous or synchronous cases and explore the 
deisng space of asynchronous instruction pipeline architectures. 
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Complete Abstract: 
This paper presents the ARAS simulator with which asynchronous instruction pipelines can be modelled, 
simulated and displayed. ARAS allows one to construct instruction pipelines by preparing various 
configuration files. Using these files and a number of benchmark programs, performance of the 
instruction pipelines can be obtained. The performance of asynchronous instruction pipelines can also be 
compared to synchronous case. Thus, one can decide the optimal design for instruction pipelines in 
asynchornous or synchronous cases and explore the deisng space of asynchronous instruction pipeline 
architectures. 

















